Regarding IEL, the capacity and contribution of developing countries needs to be strengthen in order to incorporate the legal experience and systems of those countries in the process of the work of international law commission on IEL.

Within the framework of the monte video programme, UNEP can focus on the ILC and monte video synergies.

UNEP may provide legal technical assistance in the matter of environmental law and also provide set of training sessions to upgrade the capacity of member states nationally to implement environmental law in judiciary and other sectors as mentioned by the others.

We can also rely on the capability of UNEP to make synergies between the works of monte video programme and international law commission, and the developing countries should find more room to effectively and productively participate in the ILC discussions relating to the international environmental law.

UNEP may also set up a clearing house mechanism as a UNEP based tool to provide the opportunity for the member states to share their national environmental legislations as a good practice in order to capable the others to use those experiences.